
Run no:- 1586, 4 July 2012 

Hare:-  Hank ‘Spank me’ G 
Location:- Krua Khun Noi, Tanon Pattanakarn Chonabot 3 

Scribe:- Hairy Coconut (from Makati) 

The rain was pouring down as hashers gathered under one of the restaurant’s huts at the American 

Independence Day Wednesday hash on July 4th at Krua Khun Noi Restaurant.  Hares Spank Me and 

Whining Wino had laid the trail the day before, but surely the markings were washed away and Spank 

Me, pulling out a paper map as proof of the previous day’s efforts, asked the brave group if they 

wanted to do a long, muddy run or a short, straightforward run together?  After several thoughtful 

glances to the gray and purple sky they chose the latter, and everyone casually made their way through 

the parking lot onto the pitted gravel road as the forgiving sky cleared to a light scattering of drops.  

The run was truly a straight path past some rice fields, a right turn along a canal where we briefly 

watched a fisherman collect a net’s worth of harvest, and another right through more rice fields and 

farm houses.  At the main road, the runners opted for an extended loop and a few walkers made their 

return for the restaurant, where the rain decidedly started up again. 

Under a big green tent Nibbles had two versions of her famous papaya salad and various snacks 

repared, along with freshly baked chocolate chip cookies as an American treat from Whining Wino. 

The circle was brought to order (with Springsteen’s Born in the USA playing in the background) and 

EVERYONE was charged for something: 

Visiting hasher Grouchy from Karachi for walking a total of 100 meters then turning back, the 

American hares Spank Me and Whining Wino, for celebrating their independence day, the Englishmen 

Maverick and Bullet for losing their sovereignty over the Americans, returnee Hungry Bum for 

encouraging the hashers to actually run, Normal, Nibbles, Whining Wino, and Eat Me for not running, 

City Girl for not wearing her regular brightly colored hash attire, and Som for abandoning the circle 

after dropping off a vegetable tray to catch a friend’s birthday party. 

Thanks again to the Hares for treating the hashers to a delicious on-on of traditional Thai dishes! 

–          Respectfully submitted by Hairy Coconut, visiting from the Makati Metro Manila H3 club.     

    

 


